The Great Indoors

Cats face many dangers outside. Use this code to discover some of the dangers.

A C D E F G H I L N O P R S T W

1. — — — —
   🍏 🍏 🍏 🍏

2. — — — —
   🍓 🍓 🍓 🍓

3. — — — —
   🌾 🌾 🌾 🌾

4. — — — —
   🍏 🍏 🍏 🍏

5. — — — — —
   🐾 🐾 🐾 🐾 🎪

6. — — — —
   🍓 🍓 🍓 🍓

7. — — — —
   🌾 🌾 🌾 🌾

8. — — — — — — — — — —
   🐾 🐾 🐾 🐾 🎪 🎪 🎪 🎪

Quick KIND Project

Indoor cats need lots of toys. Make a simple toy to give to a cat you know. Or mail it to your humane society for recess time for the cats.

Get a large grocery sack. Cut a big hole in one side. Now the sack is a great cat toy, wonderful for climbing into and out of. (Tip the sack on its side.)

On the back, design codes for the letters not shown in the puzzle. Now write a secret message.